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1 Introduction
Assignments are crucial for assessing students’ knowl-

edge in a pedagogical setting, where students are generally
required to answer questions in relatively short texts. Fig-
ure 1 shows a typical example where students are asked
to explain a sentence appearing in an essay to test their
reading comprehension. A reference answer and rubrics
are provided to show the rules for grading assignments.

Due to the diversity of open-ended questions in answer
scoring, educators’ workload can be excruciatingly time-
consuming. The task of Short Answer Grading (SAG) has
been proposed to assist educators with grading. SAG is the
task of estimating scores of short-text answers written as
a response to a given prompt. The task has been studied
mainly with machine learning-based approaches, focusing
on exploring better representations of answers. The re-
cently proposed neural models have been yielding strong
results [1, 2].

SAG is generally a low-resource task, suffering from the
scarcity of training data. Thus, it is difficult to train SAG
models from answers only, leading to a poor performance.
To improve the performance of SAG models especially for
low-resource settings when the available training data is
limited, it is easy to have the idea to incorporate rubrics
to help train SAG models. However, the question is still
unclear how to incorporate rubrics into neural SAG models.

In this paper, we explore two approaches to introduce
rubrics to SAG models. We first augment training data
with rubrics. We extract keyphrases that are highly re-
lated to the scores of answers from rubrics, and calcu-
late the weights of words in answers based on span-wise
alignments between answers and the extracted keyphrases.
Highly weighed words are used as pseudo cues for scoring.
Another approach to incorporate rubrics is rule-based mod-
els, scoring answers following rules defined by rubrics[3].

Thus we also explore some simple rule-based methods for
comparison. The experimental results demonstrate that the
performance is improved by the augmented data, especially
in a low-resource setting.

2 Task and evaluation
We evaluate the SAG models on two analytical assess-

ment tasks formalized by Mizumoto et al. [2]: i) analytic
score prediction and ii) justification identification.

Analytic score prediction is the task of predicting the
score of a given answer for a prompt. Given a number
of answer texts, an SAG model is expected to output ei-
ther scores [4] or labels. [5]. Given a student answer that
consists of 𝑛 tokens, 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1:𝑛 = (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1 , 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠2 , ..., 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑛 ), the goal
is to predict the analytic score 𝑠 ∈ ℝ. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, an answer gains analytic scores for each item (e.g.
(A)∼(D)) following corresponding analytic criterion (Try
one’s best for 3 points, e.g.). To evaluate the precision of
analytic score prediction, we use quadratic weighted kappa
(QWK) [6], which is commonly used in the SAG literature.

Justification identification involves identifying a jus-
tification cue in a given student answer for each item as
interpretation to the prediction of the analytic score. A
justification cue is a segment of an answer that contributes
to the number of points of the analytic score. An example
of a justification cues for item D is shown in Figure 1. As
manually annotated justification cues, the phrase西洋では
in the answer refers to西洋（では）, and言葉を尽くして
refers to言葉を尽くして in the rubric. Formally, given
a student answer 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1:𝑛 = (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1 , 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠2 , ..., 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑛 ), the goal is
to identify the segment 𝑝𝑎:𝑏 = (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎 , 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎+1 , ..., 𝑡

𝑎𝑛𝑠
𝑏 ), where

1 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝑛. In this paper we evaluate the performance
on justification identification with F1 score, following the
method used by Mizumoto et al [2] for evaluation.

3 Proposed method
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3.1 Key idea

Question: !"#$%&'()*+,-*+./0.(123456
789:;<=>+?@AB2C1DEF)<)(@GHIJK
LM@NO◯PQRGSTUVJ

Rubric:
$W&'67XGEY?XZ[\]^_Y``abM

l 'cdefg?NhJ'ij?EkhJ
l '67lE〜?'cdefg]lE〜?5FNhJ

( (B) と(C)略)
$m&'no:pq*=rl:SsHB?``atM

l muv'no:pq*=?``wM
l 'x:yz{:yz?'AD(D|}*=?
XZ'no?~�YEmu��0�bMJ

l '34?1]��ECmu��0�%MJ
l m�v'Xrl:YSsHB?``wM

l 'X��]�z:YSTXHBY?'X��]�z
:Y�zV)@HB?ECm���0�%MJ

Reference answer: $�&rl:��@E��5�z�:��l�@�
5H$W&67GEC$�&��]�����:sB+��C$m&no:
pq*=rl:SsHB��2��D+@<)(@J

Figure 1: A typical example of a prompt to a provided
essay to test the reading comprehension of students. A
reference answer and rubrics for scoring are also shown.
Texts in green are manually annotated justification cues.

To clarify our key idea, we first introduce attention unsu-
pervised baseline model (ATT-UNSUP) [1] and an atten-
tion supervised model (ATT-SUP) [2] for comparison. As
illustrated in Figure 2(a), the ATT-UNSUP model encodes
student answers with an embedding layer and a Bi-LSTM
layer. Then the weighted sum of hidden states is input
to a regression layer for prediction of score. The weights
are learned by a attention layer on top of the Bi-LSTM
layer. We take the ATT-UNSUP model as the baseline
in this paper. With additional annotation on justification
cues, the ATT-SUP model is trained with gold attention
supervisory signals, as is shown in Figure 2(b). Attention
to tokens of justification cues is set to 1, and attention to
other tokens is set to 0. It is reported that the performance
is improved by attention supervision [2]. In this paper we
list the performance of ATT-SUP model for reference.

Rubrics define key elements with keywords or
keyphrases as examples. Key elements are concepts or
information defined by the rubrics, that an answer needs
to contain in order to receive points. As is shown in Fig-
ure 1, the phrase 西洋では is a keyphrases to define key
element for item A, so answers will receive 2 points if they
contain a similar phrase. Our key idea is illustrated in
Figure 2(c). Instead of manually supervising justification
cue signals, we consider using the rubrics to automatically
identify which span of a given answer should be attended.
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Figure 2: The architecture of baseline model, attention
supervised model and proposed method.

If a span that is likely to be a justification cue is identified in
a training instance, we then use it as a pseudo supervisory
signal to train the attention prediction component. Other-
wise we do not use that instance for supervising attention
prediction, but use only its gold score to train the model.
The output of regression layer is the predicted score, and
the output of attention layer is considered as prediction of
justification cues.

3.2 Data augmentation

We generate pseudo attention supervisory signals based
on span-wise matching to rubrics. A concrete example is
given in Figure 3. Answers and rubrics are tokenized by
MeCab [7], and keyphrases such as（他人を）説得す
る are extracted from the given rubrics. We then identify
justification cues in a given answer by matching spans to
the keyphrases.
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Figure 3: Match justification cues.

Given an answer consisting of 𝑛 tokens 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1:𝑛 =

(𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1 , . . . , 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑛 ), we first enumerate all possible spans:
P = {𝑎:𝑏 |1 ≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑏 ≤ 𝑛}, where each span 𝑝𝑎:𝑏 =

(𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎 , . . . , 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑏 ) is a subsequence of the tokens in the
answer. Each keyphrase is a sequence of 𝑚 tokens:
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𝑡𝑘1:𝑚 = (𝑡𝑘1 , . . . , 𝑡
𝑘
𝑚). The similarity score 𝑤𝑎:𝑏 be-

tween a keyphrase 𝑡𝑘1:𝑚 and each span 𝑝𝑎:𝑏 is calculated
𝑤𝑎:𝑏 = sim(𝑡𝑘1:𝑚, 𝑝𝑎:𝑏). Based on the similarities, we de-
fine the matching score 𝑤𝑘 , how well the keyphrase 𝑡𝑘1:𝑚
matches (or is entailed in) the answer, and extract the span
with the highest similarity as the pseudo justification cue:
𝑝𝑘 = argmax𝑝𝑎:𝑏 ∈P𝑤𝑎:𝑏 .

Based on the pseudo justification cues (spans) 𝑝𝑘 , we
define a pseudo supervisory signal 𝛼pseudo

𝑖 of each token
𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖 in an answer 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠1:𝑛 to learn the attention mechanism,
instead of the ground-truth one. Specifically, if a token 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖

is contained in a pseudo justification cue 𝑝𝑘 = (𝑡𝑘𝑎 , . . . , 𝑡𝑘𝑏),
we use the similarity score 𝑤𝑘 as the pseudo supervisory
signal. We pick up the highest one of the similarities if a
token is contained in multiple extracted spans.

3.3 Attention semi-supervised learning

We propose an attention semi-supervised method to train
the SAG model. Because not all of the pseudo justification
cues are reliable, only high enough attention values to jus-
tification cues will be used as pseudo signals for attention
supervising. To filter out the unreliable pseudo justification
cues, a binary label 𝜂 𝑗 is attached to each answer 𝑎 𝑗 . The
value of 𝜂 𝑗 is set to 1 if 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝛼𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜

𝑗 ) ≥ 𝑇 , otherwise the
value is set to 0. The threshold 𝑇 is a hyperparameter. The
answer 𝑎 𝑗 is considered as matched to justification cues
only when 𝜂 𝑗 = 1. Besides, in order to enhance the effec-
tiveness of attention supervision, we binarize the labeled
attention 𝜶pseudo to 𝜷pseudo. For the 𝑖𝑡ℎ token of answer 𝑎 𝑗 ,
the attention value 𝛽𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜

𝑗,𝑖 is set to 1 if 𝛼𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜
𝑗,𝑖 > 𝑇 , and

is set to 0 otherwise.
The loss function is designed as follows:

𝑙 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑
𝑗=1

(𝑠gold
𝑗 − 𝑠 𝑗 )2 + 1

𝑁𝑛

𝑁∑
𝑗=1

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

(𝜂 𝑗 𝛽
pseudo
𝑗 ,𝑖 − 𝜂 𝑗𝛼 𝑗 ,𝑖)2

where 𝑁 is the number of answers, and 𝑛 is the number of
tokens in each answers. Note that answer 𝑎 𝑗 is considered
containing no justification cues if 𝜂 𝑗 = 0, and the corre-
sponding loss of attention is always 0. In this way, only
answers with a significant match to keyphrases are used for
attention-supervised learning.

3.4 Rule-based models

Another approach to incorporate rubrics to SAG is rule-
based methods. As described in Figure 1, an answer is
scored by steps (D(1) and D(2) for item D). On each step,

corresponding points are assigned to the answer if any
keywords are contained by the answer, and the sum of
scores assigned in each step is output as the final score for
the answer. We proposed two simple rule-based models
that score answers the rules.

Rule-based model on top of regexp matching (RGEXP-
RULE): We create regular expressions for keyphrases
for each step based on the rubrics. Then we identify
keyphrases in a given answer by regexp matching for each
step, and assign points to the answer for each matched
keyphrases. The sum of corresponding scores of matched
keyphrases in each step is output as the prediction of an-
swer score. Only the keyphrases with the highest score will
be selected if multiple keyphrases are matched in one step.

Rule-based model on top of span-wise matching (SPAN-
RULE): This method works similarly to RGEXP-RULE
introduced above, but the span-wise matching introduced
in Section 3.2 is used instead of regexp matching. We
apply different values of 𝑇 from 0.1 to 1.0, and take the
value leading to the best performance over all prompts.

4 Experiments

We apply our proposed method on the dataset provided
by Mizumoto et al. [2] 1）. The dataset includes 6 prompts
(Q1∼Q6), with 1600 answers as training data, 250 answers
as development data, and 250 answers as test data for each
prompt. To focus on the performance in low-settings, we
train the models on various sizes of training data, ranging
from 50 to 200, and randomly select 30 develop data.

The embedding layer is initialized wiyh a 100-
dimensional Word2Vec word embeddings [8] pre-trained
on Japanese Wikipedia data. We freeze the embedding
layer during the training phase to reduce the number of
parameters to learn. The dimension of the Bi-LSTM layer
is set to 𝑑𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑚 = 250, and the dropout probability is set to
0.5. The parameter 𝑑 for 𝑾 and 𝒎 of the attention layer
is set to 100. 𝑾 and 𝒎 are initialized randomly from the
normal distribution, with the standard deviation set to 0.01.

To generate pseudo attention supervisory signals, Lev-
enshtein edit distance [9] is used to match answer spans
to keyphrases. The hyperparameter 𝑇 is selected based on
develope dataset. In this paper, we train our model on each
item (21 items in total). The parameters are optimized
with the Adam [10] optimizer, with learning rate of 0.001.

1） https://aip-nlu.gitlab.io/projects/sas-j
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Experiments are repeated for 5 times with different random
seed from 0 to 4 for initialization, and the average results
over all random seeds are used as the final results.

5 Results and discussion

Table 1: QWK on analytica score prediction.

Training size 50 100 200

ATT-UNSUP (base) 0.644 0.703 0.78
REGEXP-RULE 0.353 0.353 0.353

SPAN-RULE 0.510 0.510 0.510
OUR 0.678 0.740 0.783

ATT-SUP (ref) 0.681 0.743 0.794

Q
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/C

OUR RGEXP-RULE SPAN-RULE

Figure 4: QWK analytic score prediction on each prompt.
The size of training data for OUR model is 50.

The experimental results are listed in Table 1 and Ta-
ble 2, corresponding to QWK for analytic score prediction
and F1 score for justification identification. Again, the
ATT-UNSUP model is the baseline model, and ATT-SUP
with manually annotation on justification cues as attention
supervisory signals is for reference.

The performance of rule-based models is very limited,
as is shown in Table 1. To figure the reason, we show
the performance on each prompt in Figure 4. Note that
the rule-based models performance well for some specific
prompts, where the justification cues are easy to match,
and the rules for scoring is simple. However, for prompts
where the rubrics are complicated, it is more challenging
to identify justification cues, leading to a extremely low
performance. The span-wise matching method performs
better than regexp matching, and OUR neural model out-
performs the rule-based models overall. This demonstrates
that a well designed matching method is necessary for rule-

based method to incorporate rubrics to SAG models, and
the neural network helps make a stable model, especially
on prompts with complicated rubrics. We will explore this
problem further in our future work.

Table 1 also indicates that compared to the ATT-UNSUP
model, the performance on analytic score prediction is im-
proved by data augmentation. The performance of OUR
model is comparable to the ATT-SUP model trained with
manually annotated justification cues, but no additional an-
notation data is required by our model. It is also important
to mention that we achieved comparable performance to
the baseline with a larger size of training data, indicating
that our proposed semi-supervised method does not harm
the performance when a large amount of training data is
available. The F1 score for justification identification is
also improved through various training sizes, as shown
in Table 2, indicating better interpretability on the scor-
ing results. However there is still a gap between OUR
model and ATT-SUP model. That indicates that there is
still much room for improvement with a more carefully
designed method to generate pseudo justification cues.

Table 2: F1 score on justification identification.

Training size 50 100 200

ATT-UNSUP 0.320 0.331 0.307
OUR 0.546 0.612 0.611

ATT-SUP (ref) 0.625 0.677 0.700

6 Conclusion
Short Answer Grading task plays an important role in

education context. However it suffers from the scarcity of
training data, making its application limited. To improve
the performance of SAG models, we explored approaches
to incorporate rubrics to the SAG task. The rule-based
models work well on simple prompts, but the performance
is limited for prompts with complicated rubrics. The data
augmentation with rubrics improves the performance on
both analytic score prediction and justification identifi-
cation compared to the attention unsupervised baseline
model, especially in low-resource settings. Considering
the pseudo justification cues are generated by a simple
span-wise matching method, a more carefully constructed
method can lead to further benefits. We will explore this
issue in our future work.
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